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Whole Systems Design: Inquiries in the Knowing Field 
Chapter 6  

 
Doorways into the Collective 

Although I like focusing on Collective Work, I do facilitate all three branches of Systemic 

Constellation Work. 

It took me a while to realize that I could focus on Collective Work no matter which branch of 

Systemic Constellation Work I was on. Each branch has a doorway into the Collective: Family 

Constellation Work (with individual clients doing family work) through transgenerational 

trauma; Organizational Constellation Work through organizations like Integral City and The 

Hague Center that have Visionary Purposes; and Constellating for the Collective where the starting 

point is the Collective, and the intention is to shift patterns in collective consciousness towards 

wholeness and greater Life. 

One of the key differences between Constellating for the Collective and the other branches is that 

Family and Organizational Constellation Work each work with a client, whereas in Constellating 

for the Collective, no one person is representing the individual or organization as a client. For 

example, Humanity may be the client, or Society may be the client. 

A few examples from each of three branches show what I mean by doorways. 

1. Doorways into the Collective: Family Constellation Work 

Although more of my work has shifted to offering Constellating for the Collective, I still see 

individual clients, where clients’ issues and concerns often take them into the trans-generational 

collective Field (of both traumas and resources). Most of these clients wish to clear blockages to 

manifesting their authentic selves in the world. This usually means releasing the burdens and 

discovering the resources available from their ancestral lineages. So, in these sessions, we may 

enter the Collective through transgenerational traumas. I will give two examples. 

A male client in his late 50s wished to break his life-long habit of smoking. We set up mats for 

Smoking and the Client. Smoking said it was there to suppress anger. Holding a paper 

representing Anger, the client walked back, stepping on mats representing six generations on the 

father line, to see where Anger belonged. The fifth generation back was where it belonged. As 

the client stood on this mat, he started to sway. I asked if his family immigrated to Canada by 
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 ship. Yes. Then an image unfolded in the Client of a boy child about 10 years old doing something 

on the ship that threatened his life. Generation-5 father picked the Generation-4 boy up by the 

scruff of his neck and said, angrily, “You will never amount to anything in your life.” Generation-

4 boy as a father turned to Generation-3 as a boy and said, “You will never amount to anything 

in your life.” This continued, father to son, until the client was standing in his place looking at his 

father and lineage. His heart spontaneously opened, and the client could now make sense of what 

had been a difficult father-son relationship. 

The Collective appears in this Constellation through the immigration story, father-son 

relationships, and what I call “family memory statements,” such as “You will never amount to 

anything in your life!” 

In another story, a woman in her 40s wanted to shift her relationship with her mother who was 

still alive and a hoarder. The client was disgusted by the hoarding and found it difficult to visit 

her mother. The session brought to light that her mother was (unconsciously) honouring all the 

souls in her community who had died in a past genocidal massacre. All the boxes filling her home 

represented places for the souls of those lost. The client shifted from disgust to compassion and 

honouring her mother. 

There are many in the Constellation Community and beyond who are focusing on healing 

collective trauma to move into the Future. Anngwyn St Just, Karl-Heinz Rauscher (Symptom 

Constellations and Healing Voices), Eimear O’Neill (Collective Healing) are just three examples. 

Many Constellators are combining the Somatic Experiencing (SE) training of Peter Levine1 and/or 

the Collective Trauma healing programs of Thomas Hubl2 with Systemic Constellation Work. 

There is much work to be done, and I honour those who are called to do this work. 

2. Doorways into the Collective: Organizational Constellation Work 

A way organizations and institutions move into the Collective Field is through their visions, 

missions, and responses to societal issues. 

Invited to be on the core teams of Integral City3 and The Hague Center4 as lead Constellator, I see 

that much of my work since 2013 has been to use Constellating for the Collective to guide these 

Visionary Organizations to take the steps necessary in manifesting their Visions and Purposes. In 

both these examples, their Purposes are about Humanity (as a collective) contributing to a 

planetary shift towards Life. 

Both Integral City and The Hague Center have experimented with what kind of organization they 

might be. Marilyn Hamilton, Integral City’s Founder, calls “Integral City Meshworks a Social 

Enterprise—and its working model is constellating/meshworking.” The Hague Center calls itself 

“an organ’ization and Co-creative Collective,” and as a legal entity, it is a Foundation in the 

Netherlands. 
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The two organizations work closely together, and a few of us are members of both core teams. 

Integral City (IC), as an organization, was founded by Marilyn Hamilton. Why cities? In the 

developed world, 90% of the population is in cities. In the developing world, 50% of the 

population is in cities. Every threat to Gaia has coalesced in cities. We are at a choice point—to 

become Gaia’s reflective organ5 or to go extinct as a species. 

Integral City is reinventing how cities work. We say, “Out beyond the traditional city, driven by 

transactional exchanges of the basics of life; out beyond the Smart City, driven by technology and 

industry; out beyond the Resilient City, driven by ecological and eco-regional inter-dependence; 

lives the Integral City, driven by the flex and flow of cultures, consciousness, and care.”6An 

integral city is a whole living system which Marilyn calls the “Human Hive.” As the beehive is 

for honeybees, the integral city is the collective habitat for the human species. 

I have been part of this core team, which has been called a Community of Practice (ICCOP), since 

2012. We meet monthly, if not more often, and as a group, we did many Constellations each year 

until 2017. We now do Constellations irregularly. Through workshops and trainings, the 

Community of Practice has grown and expanded to be a system of influence in a variety of 

locations. 

As Marilyn said, “Systemic Constellation Work offers an energetically empowering technology 

that embraces the non-linear, ambiguous, invisible complexity of the Knowing Field for all those 

in service to the evolution of the city and the Planet of Cities.”7 

And another quotation from Marilyn, “Through inviting in the Knowing Field, this situates the 

Integral City work in the realm of consciousness. We have found this vital in making accessible 

the energetic qualities of the city at all scales of human systems . . . the Knowing Field gives 

insights into the invisible aspects of a city that we believe are continually impacting it through 

energy, habits, lineages, traumas, and wisdom.”8 

The Hague Center as an organization was founded by Anne-Marie Voorhoeve. Since its start, The 

Hague Center has evolved and gone through many phases.9 Using Spiral Dynamics integral 

(SDi), 10 the core team has been exploring what it means to be “a second-tier organization, 

expressed as a yellow11 or turquoise12 organization.” (Spiral Dynamics integral uses colour-coding 

as a quick way to name the values at each level of this map of the stages of evolution of human 

consciousness.) 

“The Hague Center serves the emergence of a conscious, harmonic Humanity. We innovate for 

heart-centered, planetary governance with all domains of life, visible and invisible. We listen to 

Spirit, lead from the heart, activate the mind, and align our actions in co-creating a new world.” 
13 
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Through Meshworking,14 The Hague Center offers co-designing, facilitating, collaborating, co-

creating with multiple stakeholders to work on complex issues across many sectors of society. 

Constellation Work is being integrated into these Meshworking processes. 

At The Hague Center, we have been using, and continue to use Constellating for the Collective 

regularly, since I joined the team as lead Constellator in 2014. Constellation Work is considered 

one of the ways we ask big questions, listen deeply to all realms of existence, and align ourselves 

internally and externally with a growing network of partners. We are also launching The Hague 

Center for Field Inquiry—a place to do field research using Constellation Work and other 

modalities (Chapter 11). 

Anne-Marie: “At the Collective level (community, city, global, and planetary), The Hague Center 

explores societal issues such as social justice, climate change, Humanity’s rightful place, and 

Indigenous-Settler relationships. As team members we are developing ourselves as experienced 

and trustworthy Representatives—an important role in Systemic Constellation Work.”15 

The Role of Constellating for the Collective with Integral City and The 
Hague Center 

Anne-Marie: “We know if we hold the Constellation in our hearts, it will do the work!”16 

Marilyn Hamilton: “Cities are the most complex of human systems. The normal tools of 

mapmaking, planning, and priority setting cannot reveal all the dynamics that occur within it. 

Systemic Constellation Work seems like the most powerful methodology to tap into the fractal, 

holarchic capacities of the Integral City.”17 

֎ 

Through my Constellating for the Collective work with Integral City and The Hague Center, I am 

now able to name some of the steps evolutionary organizations take to manifest their Vision and 

Purpose, and therefore go through a doorway into the Collective. 

Founder development requires alignment with their vision and preparing themselves for the global 

work they are called to do. Founder’s role with their core team: forming the core team through 

invitation, initiating, and holding space for regular meetings, encouraging individual 

development and collective action, eventually moving from the center to join the core team in a 

circle of equals. 

Leadership development of Founder, team members, and clients involves family issues that need to 

be cleared (“We bring our families to work!”). It also involves clearing the path to being successful 

(this may be beyond family issues).  

Clarifying Vision and Purpose aligns vision to reality. 
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Developing what Spiral Dynamics integral calls a Turquoise Organization was Anne-Marie’s original 

intention for The Hague Center. Alia, a member of Integral City said, “Integral City’s core team 

is one of the groups moving into Turquoise core functioning as part of the evolutionary impulse 

to awaken groups.” 

Serving is always remembering that we are not only serving Humanity. We are also serving All-

beings and Gaia in the Cosmos. Constellating for the Collective is used to align Purpose, Outcomes, 

and Impact. We acknowledge multiple dimensions and realities, and experience these through 

Constellating for the Collective. We ask, “What is it for us to do?” 

Seeing Organizations as living systems and conscious beings with their own Spirit,  Sahana 

Chattopadhyay said, “In response to the challenges of VUCA,18 there have also emerged new 

organizational models, frameworks, and organizing principles that consider a living system’s 

network view of organizations while keeping in mind the affordances of technology and a 

globally connected world.”19 

Team building and participation involve team members finding their places in the core team; 

experimenting with how we can work together in a new way; contributing to the forming of the 

whole; developing new capacities as well as sharing our gifts. 

Developing far-away teams is done to energetically support the in-person team at conferences and 

retreats. 

Developing core concepts and principles grounds the work. For instance, we used Constellation Work 

to test Marilyn’s development of the four voices of the city and the Human Hive Mind.  “We 

believe our practices have uncovered the early stages of the Human Hive Mind.”20 

“Diagnosing” an issue checks whether a problem or block in the flow is at the individual level 

and/or at the organizational level and/or at the Collective level. 

Setting priorities means finding the next first steps. 

Resolving issues and restoring balance to the system unravel deeper patterns to show the biggest 

picture possible. 

Designing for social innovation and systems change develops the application of Design Constellations 

in many situations. This includes working with the Emerging Future and Emerging Past, asking 

big questions, seeing what is possible, prototyping, tracking emergence. 

Using multidimensional mapping (MDM) provides a dimensional map for TIME (past, present, and 

future, including the Emerging Past and Emerging Future); and for SPACE/DIMENSIONS (above 

and below). 

Prototyping practices such as the way I facilitate Constellating for the Collective online. 

https://medium.com/@sahana2802?source=post_page-----94f2a7d76fbc----------------------
https://medium.com/@sahana2802?source=post_page-----94f2a7d76fbc----------------------
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Testing ideas, products, decisions prior to being activated, saves time, energy, and money. We 

experiment with options to make choices. 

Finding the Simplicity beyond complexity is done by accessing the Knowing Field when an issue is 

complex. 

Aligning with Partners and Clients is worked out by using Constellations to make choices about 

who and where we should be offering our services. 

Experiencing many ways of knowing through Constellating for the Collective helps us know what we 

know but don’t know that we know. We access levels of knowing—implicit and explicit—

through an experiential, whole-body/whole-self process. We access embodied information from 

many dimensions. 

Seeing whole systems, we experience the interplay of fields within fields—Knowing Field, 

organizational field, city field, integral field, planetary field, etc. 

Seeing underlying structures in systems and linking different scales involve working with different 

eras (traditional, modern, post-modern, and integral), to see where worldviews clash and to see 

the movements needed for them to “dance together” (as we did in a Constellation for Integral 

City). 

Testing propositions was a new development for Constellating for the Collective. This happens when 

a statement taken to be true is tested in the Knowing Field, focusing the energy for a Constellation 

through a question or stating an issue. An example is a Constellation we did at the Integral Theory 

Conference (ITC2015) testing, “A movement (integral) has healthy impact when it is in the flow 

of life and love.” 

Experimenting is a way to test integrating Systemic Constellation Work with other maps and 

structures, such as Spiral Dynamics integral, AQAL (all-lines/ all-quadrants), and the Wheel of 

Co-Creation. 

Deep Listening to the Field allows us to be informed by something bigger than ourselves, allowing 

emergence. We always listen to the Spirit of whatever we are exploring, including the Spirit of 

The Hague Center, the Spirit of Integral City, and the Spirit of the Planet of Cities. They guide us 

in making decisions, and in taking action. 

Giving voice to all the elements represented in the Constellation allows us to hear from these 

elements from a place often deeper than our conscious minds. For example, the Spirit of Integral 

City said during a Constellation, “This is who I am: I tune into the heartbeat of the earth. I receive 

the impulse waves from the Cosmos. I exist in time and space and beyond both. I am Essence and 

I am Spirit. I need for there to be an honouring of the multidimensionality of place—the different 

realms that co-exist in any location, the historical roots of who and what came before, the ongoing 

generative and regenerative expressions of places that are called ‘cities’.”21 
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Co-creating meaning from the insights and movements in the Constellation is done by each team 

member and the teams (as a whole). We also have learned to trust that we don’t need to know 

the meaning to know and trust that something will emerge when a movement has happened. 

Recognizing impacts means noticing and acknowledging what shows up personally (for 

Constellators and Participants), and what shows up in the world. 

1. Seeing the levels of change possible—an awareness of hidden dynamics, a movement large 

or small, a resolution. The change may happen immediately or over time. 

2. Gathering Collective Intelligence and Wisdom from many dimensions 

3. Both The Hague Center and Integral City tap into and use the 12 Intelligences named by 

Marilyn Hamilton. Using Constellations, we practice many of these. For instance, we 

practice Inquiry Intelligence through finding the clearest questions or issues to bring to the 

Knowing Field.22 

4. Publishing articles and chapters in books. Both The Hague Center and Integral City 

participate in writing and publishing in journals and books. We do this with team 

collaboration. Constellating for the Collective is used in the writing process and as content in 

some of these articles (Chapter 8). 

5. Integral City: Constellating on behalf of cities has been done for Amsterdam, NL; Monterrey 

Mexico; Leon, Mexico; Edmonton, Canada; Ottawa, Canada; Washington, DC; Jerusalem, 

Israel. 

6. The Hague Center: Constellating on behalf of the Collective includes Gaia, Nature, Rivers, 

biomimicry; Money, Financial System, Economics; bridging Old Paradigm to New 

Paradigm; designing new systems; developing the Conscious Witness; Finding a Home for 

the Victim and Perpetrator; walking the spiral (Spiral Dynamics integral). 
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Applying Constellating for the Collective 

 

3. Doorways into the Collective: Constellating for the Collective 

What really makes my heart sing is to facilitate Constellations by stepping through the third 

doorway to begin in the Collective Field. This third doorway is through Consciousness. 

Constellation Work gives us the opportunity to consciously enter the Collective Field and play in 

Consciousness. 

What do I mean by Consciousness? 

Before I go further, I’d like to share my understanding of Consciousness and the Collective and a 

map I hold within me when I constellate. 

I have been studying Consciousness for decades, exploring some of the underlying body of 

teachings about human nature and the nature of human consciousness. It is my understanding 

that Life is a play in Consciousness and a play of Consciousness. I have found that there is not one 
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definition of Consciousness. Some (in hard sciences, psychiatry, neuropsychology) believe 

Consciousness can only be found in what can be observed empirically. Some believe 

Consciousness is interactive between two or more systems such as quantum approaches, 

psychoneuroimmunology, and the effect of prayer. And a growing number believe there is only 

Consciousness. Everything else is a manifestation from this Consciousness. 

I fall into the Consciousness-is-everything view. Consciousness is. It is what Life is made of. It is 

the “glue” of Life. It is more than awareness, although it includes awareness. It includes the 

understanding that thoughts have power, that everything is interdependent, that all extra-

sensory abilities are “real,” and that it is the void or the birthplace of all creation. More recently I 

have been learning about Jude Currivan’s Cosmic Hologram, where science now shows us that 

there is a fundamental unified reality where information is physically real, and consciousness 

connects us “to the many interconnected layers of universal in-formation, making us both 

manifestations and co-creators of the cosmic hologram of reality.”23 

There is an organizing structure to consciousness from low to high, understood as frequencies. 

As the energy of consciousness moves its way to progressively higher levels of frequency, it 

moves upwards into various life forms. And within each of these life forms are levels of 

consciousness. 

There are states of awareness we call unconscious and conscious. There is Self-conscious/ unself-

conscious, connected with a self that can be both unconscious and conscious. There is Storehouse 

consciousness or the Field of all possibilities. There is collective consciousness or the mass mind; 

collective unconsciousness, according to Jung is the realm of Archetypes. Consciousness is found 

in other “orders” of nature: atomic, cellular, animal, and plant. And there is Pure Consciousness, 

sometimes called God, Cosmic Energy, where Life is seen as a fragment of Divine Consciousness. 
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Shifting Patterns in Consciousness 

When I started facilitating Constellating for the Collective Constellations, my question was whether 

it was possible to shift patterns in consciousness to have impact in a good way on conflicts in the 

world. There are certain patterns in consciousness that are universal. We see these patterns inside 

every human, and outside in the world. The pattern most of us know intimately is the Victim-

Tyrant-Rebel-Rescuer-Survivor (VTRRS).24 

An opportunity to experiment with my question about shifting patterns in consciousness 

occurred in 2016. Anne-Marie Voorhoeve from The Hague Center and I agreed to respond to the 

seeming explosion of information in the media about scandals and abuse by leaders in all 

communities, including those committed to bringing in a new paradigm. We, and the team from 

The Hague Center, went into a deep inquiry and developed an Action Research project, “Finding 

a Home for the Victim and Tyrant: A Spiral Journey Exploring the Abuse of Power.” 

The inspiration for “Finding a Home” came from my interview with Lisa Iversen She reported 

that Bert Hellinger had told her, “The most important thing is finding a home for the 

perpetrator.”25 In her book Ancestral Blueprints, Lisa writes, “In an experience of persecution, 

perpetration, or victimization, an injustice occurs. The circumstance creates a bond in the soul: 

robber-robbed, rapist-raped, abuser-abused, murderer-murdered. One does not exist without the 

other. Sometimes the trauma freezes and leaves an imbalance in the soul of both families. The 
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imbalance can persist throughout generations. Out of blind, unconscious love, descendants try to 

bring balance to the situation by living out some aspect of the perpetrator-victim bond. The soul’s 

desire is for truth to be seen, everyone to belong, injustice to be recognized, and balance to be 

restored.”26 

Our intention was and is to explore what might be needed for the Victim-Tyrant to move into the 

Collective Heart. I have repeated this experiment several times in workshops and retreats, always 

with the same results. When the Conscious Witness (the Witness who sees beyond conflictual 

patterns) enters the Field, a shift towards healing occurs. Our project has now become part of the 

Conscious Witness Project (Chapters 14 and 15). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Victim-Tyrant-Rebel-Rescuer-Survivor (VTRRS) Experiments  

Another example of working with patterns in Consciousness is my workshop on “Beyond 

Polarization.” From my studies I have learned that everyday Consciousness in each of us is 

polarized—into good/bad, right/wrong, beneficial/unbeneficial. What keeps us attached to this 

polarized thinking is desire for and fear of either side of the polarity. By bringing these 

attractions/ repulsions to consciousness and inviting the Holy (or Higher Self)—an aspect that is 

beyond ego) to assist us in healing, it is possible to clear our personal consciousness, and also to 

participate in clearing collective consciousness. 

Here I have adapted the teachings of Leslie Temple-Thurston and the Marriage of Spirit27 by 

creating Constellation exercises where Participants represent polarized states and the possibility 

of finding the unified heart states beyond polarization. For example, a group might choose to 

work in several Constellations with the polarity connection-disconnection. Then we bring in the 

heart state of this polarity which may be, for instance, Belonging or Acceptance or Love. 

Participants feel a shift in their Consciousness and often a sense of hope that change is possible.  
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The Collective Seeing Itself 

Constellating for the Collective gives Participants opportunities to experience being in a Collective 

Field exploring Collective Consciousness. It also gives Participants the opportunity to participate 

in a growing movement where Collective Consciousness is seeing itself. 

I have just recently had the insight that the Collective began to see and be aware of itself through 

growing numbers of people researching, studying, and practicing becoming and being a 

Collective. This emergence is relatively recent—especially since the early 2000s. 

I wish to acknowledge that saying this emergence is recent fits for those of us who are 

westernized. Indigenous Wisdom and Indigenous Wisdom Keepers from around the world have 

understood the interconnectivity of All-Life for eons. 

Carl Jung was the first to name the Collective Unconscious in the 1930s.28 However, Jung’s work 

was usually applied to individual development. The shift to the Collective seeing itself happened 

much later. Here are a few examples. 

Collective Intelligence I have been reading about the emergence of Collective Intelligence since 

about 2005 or so. It seems to be an evolutionary step in Humanity’s consciousness. Collective 

Intelligence is not new—during gatherer-hunter times, individual consciousness had not yet 

developed, so individual identity was submerged in the group identity. In the early-2000s, groups 

started to experiment with how shared intelligence could develop without the loss of personal 

identity when focused on finding solutions for problems.29 I have an article from 2004, where 

Jean-Francois Noubel called collective intelligence the “Invisible Revolution.”30 Tom Atlee asked, 

“Can we pool knowledge, opinions, insights to forge a Collective Intelligence?”31 

Collective Intelligence and the Field In the early 2000s there was a shift in perspective where the 

advantages of accessing the Field of Collective Intelligence through a collective inquiry (of 

scanning and listening to the Field for relevant ideas) shifted how facilitation, leadership, and 

innovation were being done.32 

Collective Wisdom The Collective Wisdom Initiative was formed in 2000 with the support of the 

Fetzer Institute for the purpose of gathering material on the research, theory, and practice of 

collective wisdom. It was a collaboration of practitioners and academics in areas such as business, 

health care, mental health, education, criminal justice, and conflict resolution.33 Several of the 

founding members subsequently co-authored The Power of Collective Wisdom.34 Six stances or 

principles, which support the power of collective wisdom, are presented: deep listening, 

suspension of certainty, seeing whole systems/seeking diverse perspectives, respect for 

other/group discernment, welcoming all that is arising, and trust in the transcendent. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fetzer_Institute
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Collective Presencing In 2012, Ria Beck and Helen Titchen Beeth wrote the first in a series of articles 

introducing the phenomenon and practice of Collective Presencing, a new capacity evolving in 

Humanity at that time. They were able to describe it from experience; they understood theirs was 

the first attempt to articulate it as a path and a set of capacities that can be intentionally developed. 

In conclusion they wrote, “For the Collective, the practice brings the benefit of generating wise 

action on behalf of the whole, as well as a deep, ongoing engagement with the social and natural 

Field—the level from which generative social transformation of the kind we so badly need can 

spring.”35 

Planetary Consciousness/Planetary Awakening 

Planetary Consciousness Planetary Consciousness is the knowing as well as the feeling of the vital 

interdependence and essential oneness of humankind, and the conscious adoption of the ethics 

and the ethos that this entails. This is explained in Ervin Lazslo’s and the Dalai Lama’s “Manifesto 

on the Spirit of Planetary Consciousness.”36 

Planetary Awakening Planetary Awakening is described as a quantum jump in Consciousness 

experienced by a critical mass of people globally in a moment of shared Consciousness in which 

everyone recognizes their connection, common destiny, and love as members of a whole 

planetary body, emerging together in its next stage of evolution. Barbara Marx Hubbard and 

others believe that we are evolving into a new species, the Universal Human forming Universal 

Humanity. For the first time in our history, we are conscious of our evolutionary process and 

therefore can make choices that affect the evolution of consciousness itself. “The human race has 

the potential to be a universal species, co-creative with the patterns of evolution itself.”37 

As part of The Hague Center’s commitment, I am also bringing Constellating for the Collective to 

Planetary Awakening events, happening through multi-room Zoom convergences where we 

experience collectively that we are a whole planetary body emerging together in its next stage of 

evolution. These include World Unity Week, June 2020 and 2021, and Peace Week, September 

2020. More of these events are planned for the decade ahead. 

֎ 

Oh, how big a sacred container the Knowing Field is. And such an invitation from the Field to 

stay open to the unknown and unknowing. As I and we keep evolving in Consciousness and 

emerging into an ever-expanding Collective, I am always looking for places where Constellating 

for the Collective might serve Life, Gaia, All-beings, Humanity, and the greater Wholeness. 
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